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ESG Stocks Are Actually Just Expensive Stocks

Environmental, social, and governance (ESG) stock investing strategies are designed to make the world a better place by
investing in companies that rate highly on such metrics. While its global impact is still unknown, we believe ESG is
unlikely to boost returns much – or provide much protection against stock market risk. Because ESG investing is mostly
the same as investing in the broad market from a risk and return standpoint, investors should look for other strategies if
they’re trying to manage equity risk in a challenging environment.
Is ESG a Fad, or Dangerous? Probably Not
ESG strategies dominated in 2020 as investors looked for companies with high ratings for social justice and environmental
responsibility. 2020 was also a year when emotional considerations often outweighed traditional financial metrics. Most
notably, the You-Only-Live-Once (YOLO) investors on Reddit waged campaigns to boost their favorite stocks and
cryptos, often completely disregarding fundamentals. With all the warm fuzzies it provides, one has to wonder whether
is ESG a similar fad. After all, one of the all-time great scholars of the stock market thinks ESG strategies are redundant.
The stock market’s current emotional tenor and ESG’s intuitive appeal raise the question: Is ESG, like YOLO,
contributing to a frothy-acting stock market? Fortunately, the data doesn’t seem to indicate that type of mania in ESG
strategies. We looked at ESG ratings for 1770 US-traded stocks and compared how the top 10% of ESG stocks compare
with the bottom 10% - and the total ESG universe - on some key investing measurements.
Market Cap (Billions)

Price/Sales

Volatility Ranking

Profitability Ranking

Top ESG Decile

$35.84

2.8

28.50

65.00

Bottom ESG Decile

$1.53

1.8

60.00

60.00

Total ESG Universe

$5.75

2.5

42.00

60.00

Source: Bloomberg, S&P Global. Figures represent the median of each group. A higher “volatility ranking” means more volatility; a
higher profitability ranking means more profitability.
ESG Stocks Are Basically Your Typical Large-Caps, But More Expensive
Top ESG scorers are a lot like more stable large-cap stocks investors tend to think of as being “safer.” They’re larger, a
little less volatile, and a little more profitable than “anti-ESG” companies. Top ESG companies’ main drawback relative
to poor ESG performers is they’re more expensive -- but they’re valued roughly in line with the overall market, so it’s a
modest issue. The biggest gripe an investor might have with an ESG allocation is that its relatively lower volatility might
come with a slight drag on returns.
In sum, from the quantitative point of view ESG is not all that different from investing in the broad stock market -- maybe
even a little less risky, and with potential for a little less reward.
ESG Is Unlikely to Save You in a Downturn
Unfortunately, ‘a little less risky than the market’ is small comfort in today’s environment. Absolute valuations are steep,
interest rates are rising but still low, and wild YOLO traders on Reddit seem to rule the roost. Whether or not investors
believe in ESG’s world-changing power, it still pays to structure portfolios so they can hold up in times of broad market
turbulence – or seek reasonable returns without adding undue risk. We believe systematic diversifier strategies can help
investors diversify away from stock market risk while providing reasonable absolute returns. As such they provide balance
when investors attempt to adjust their equity market exposure due to interest in thematic strategies like ESG. That
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characteristic is especially useful when low interest rates create problems for traditional balanced portfolios, investors are
tempted to chase yield, and ESG strategies may provide only a small buffer against possible future turbulence.
Important Risk Information
Investments cannot be made in an index. Unmanaged index returns do not reflect any fees, expenses or sales charges.
Past performance is no guarantee of future results. There is no guarantee that any investment will achieve its objectives,
generate positive returns, or avoid losses. The Adviser’s reliance on its strategy and judgments about the attractiveness,
value and potential appreciation of particular securities and the tactical allocation among investments may prove to be
incorrect and may not produce the desired results. No level of diversification can ensure profits or guarantee against
loss.
Investors should carefully consider the investment objectives, risks, charges and expenses of the funds
managed by Counterpoint Mutual Funds. This and other important information about the funds are
available in their prospectuses, which can be obtained at counterpointmutualfunds.com or by
calling 844-273-8637. The prospectuses should be read carefully before investing. The Counterpoint
Mutual Funds fund family is distributed by Northern Lights Distributors, LLC member FINRA/SIPC.
Counterpoint Mutual Funds, LLC is not affiliated with Northern Lights Distributors, LLC.
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